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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF LE JARDIN CLCS,
A SONG CYCLE BY GABRIEL FAURE
by
Wong Cheung Chung Chee, Josephine
Le Jgrdin clos is a setting of eight poems by the
Belgian symbolist poet Charles van Lerberghe. It belongs
to Gabriel Faure's last stylistic period, 1906- 1924,
Various aspects of the songs a re examined: their melodic
and rhythmic elements, harmonic language, piGno figuration,
verse and formal structure, and cadential formulae. They
are compared with other contemporary works of Faure, and
with song cycles by this composer.
Results of the study show that the melodies are a
free mixture of different forms of diatonic scale end
modes, including the whole-tone scale. Some of the songs
take on a chant-like character through the use of repeated
notes. A common motif is found within these songs, though
it is not as apparent as the unifying themes of other song
cycles in Faure's second stylistic period. Rhythmic char¬
acterization manifests the verse structure of the poems.
Although there is no recurring theme, rhythmic patterns
become the unifying factor in some of the songs. Harmony
is contrapuntally conceived, and strongly influenced by
melodic inflections, the use of modes, non-harmonic notes
and embellishments. It is further complicated by harmonic
anticipation in one part, and delayed resolution of on-
other. The bass line usually moves independently. The
piano part plays a subserviant role, though the change in
or recurrence of figuration alludes to a certain formal
structure. Some of Faure's formulae for final cadences
are unconventional, while the plagal cadence is the most
common form of internal cadences. The structure of a song
is carefully concealed by continuous piano figurations or
overlapping sections, illustrating Faure's penchant for
uninterrupted continuity.
Le Jardin clos is akin to other contemporary works of
Faure in the use of harmonic language and the free combin-
ation of scales and modes. However, it differs from them
in the use of irregular phrases and only occasional use of
sequences. Its uniformity in mood and style replaces the
recurring themes in other song cycles as a unifying device.
Its small vocal range, repetitious melodies and thin tex-
ture are typical of Faure's last song cycles.
CHAPTER I
GABRIEL FAURE: Biographical Sketch
Gabriel Urbain Faur6 was born at Pamiers (Ariege) in
1845, When he was four, his father, Toussaint-Honore
Faure, was appointed head of the Montgauzy Teacher Train-
ing College at Foix. It was in Montgauzy that Gabriel
Faure was first introduced to music: through the plain-
chants sung in the Chapel, and his own trial and error ef-
forts on the school's piano. The large garden there also
made an impression on him, inspiring him in works such as
Le Jardin de Dolly (Op. 563) and JLe Jardin clos (Op. 106).
He was sent to the Niedermeyer School (Paris) in 1854, and
there he stayed for eleven years. Louis Niedermeyer's
(1802-61) knowledge of the theory and practice of the ac-
companiment of plainchant played a crucial part in Faure's
future musical language. The music of Schumann, Chopin,
Liszt and Wagner, however, was not introduced to Faure un-
til after the appointment of Camille Saint-Saens (1835-
1921) as piano teacher, upon the death of Niedermeyer. It
was again Saint-Saens who later introduced Faure to the
Parisian society and musical circle, and helped to esta-
blish his career. After spending four years in Rennes as
church organist and taking part in the Franco-Prussian War
as an active infantryman, Faure returned to Paris in 1871.
In the same year, he became a founding member of the Nat-
ional Society of French Music, aimed at promoting French
contemporary music. Most of Faure's music was introduced
to the public through the National Society and the musical
evenings given by Parisian celebrities such as the Viardot
and Clerc families, and Princess Edmond de Polignac. Faure
started deputizing for Saint-Saens at the Church of the Ma¬
deleine in 1874, and became choirmaster in 1877. During
the next few years, he made several trips to Germany to
hear Wagner operas. In 1883, he married Marie Fremiet.
They had two sons, Emmanuel and Philippe. In 1896, Faure
became organist at the Madeleine and succeeded Jules Mas¬
senet (1842-1912) as professor of composition at the Paris
Con servatore.
Social recognition came more easily after the turn of
the century; he was appointed composition professor at the
Niedermeyer School in 1901, and music critic of L_e Figaro
in 1903. Finally in 1905 he was elected director of the
Conservatoire, a post he held until 1919. It was around
1903 also that Faure realized his impending deafness. The
disorder affected the hearing in both higher and lower re¬
gisters, and instrumental sound in particular. In 1909,
Faure became president of the Society Musicale Independante,
a new organization formed by a dissenting group of the Na¬
tional Society. He was also elected a member of the Aca¬
demy of Fine Arts in the same year. The following year
Faure went on a concert tour to Russia, visiting St. Peters¬
burg and Moscow. During his life time as well, he made
three trips to England, in 1894, 1908 and 1914. His com¬
plete piano works (up to 1914) were performed during the
last visit.
An unsuccessful attempt was made to fuse the National
Society and Independent Music Society together in 1916.
Faure, president of both societies, tried his best to main¬
tain a balance between them. First performances of his new
works were usually given to the National Society, but it
was the other which arranged the 1922 concert for the spe¬
cial edition of L_a Revue Musicale (October 1922) in honour
of the composer. In 1919, Faure was forced to resign his
directorship of the Conservatoire because of old age and
deafness. During the last five years of his life, he turned
to composing, as well as revising and re-editing the piano
works of Schumann and the organ works of J. S. Bach.
His Melodies
Individual songs constitute the larger portion of
Faure1s output in that genre, and song cycles the smaller
half (see pp. 58 to 67). The former are collected in three
volumes of Melodies published by Hamelle. The first volume,
formerly published by Choudens in 1879, was bought up by
Hamelle when he became Faure's publisher in 1880. These
twenty songs are settings of poems by Hugo, Gautier, Bau¬
delaire, Prudhomme, Leconte de Lisle, Pomey and Choudens.
Except for a few songs, such as Au bord de 1' eau, SeuleI
and L1 absent, their exact date of composition cannot be
traced. Most history books date them as around 1865.
Barcarolle, Op. 73, written in 1873, appears in the second
1 Jean-Michel Nectoux, Gabriel Faure: His Life Through
His Letters, translated by J. A. Underwood New York:
Marion Boyars, 1984), p. 82.
volume (1897) while Noel2 (Op. 431, 1886) appears as the
last item in Volume I.
By 1870, Faure was still calling his songs romance.
Frits Noske made a detailed study of the origin of romance
and its subsequent development into the melodie. He named
both Faure and Duparc as the first great masters of the
melodie.
The second volume of Faure1s melodies comprised twen¬
ty-five songs when it was first published in 1897. When
the third volume was under consideration for publication
in 1906, Hamelle discovered that there would be only four¬
teen songs in the last volume. While Faure wanted his se¬
cond volume unchanged: The second volume is so well-
known in its present form! II, his publisher wanted all
three volumes to have twenty songs each. Finally, Faure
succumbed to Hamelle's wish, and had five songs removed
from Volume II. Noel was added to Volume I for the same
reason. Nine songs out of twenty in Volume II are settings
of poems by Armand Silvestre. However, it also includes
Clair de lune, Faure's first setting of Verlaine's poems:
the beginning of a new style for Faure (see pp. 59to 63)
and that of a perfect collaboration between composer and
2 Faure thought it should be left out of the collection
due to its special subject matter. Ibid., p. 275.
3 Ibid., p. 25.
4 Frits Noske, French Song from Berlioz to Duparc, tran-»
slated by Rita Benton (New York: Dover, T97TTy)p. 255.
5 Jean-Michel Nectoux, op. cit., p. 274.
6 It is perhaps significant that Faure's technique
changes so perceptibly in this first setting of Verlaine's
poetry and then culminates in what Victor Hugo called 'a
flower in a bombshell'1, viz., l_a Bonne Chan son.
Paul Bartholin Sommers, Faure and his Songs T The Relation-
ship of Text, Melody and Accompaniment (dissertation, Uni¬
versity of Illinois; Ann Arbor: University Microfilms Inter¬
national, 1970), p. 63.
poet.
Just as the first cycle Poeme d1un jour is included
in Volume II, the second cycle Cinq Melodies de Venise is
included in Volume III, published in 1908 (by then, Heugel
had become Faure's new publisher). This last volume con¬
tains songs mostly written in the second stylistic period
(see pp, 59 to 63), generally accepted as stretching from
1890 to 1905, They are settings of poems by Richepin,
Verlaine, Samain, Mendes and Silvestre. Faure only set
Leconte de Lisle's poetry on five occasions: Lydia, Nell
(which Hamelle wanted to call June7), Les Roses d' Ispahan,
La Rose and l_e Parfum imperissable, but each one is a
masterpiece in its own way.
Some soncs are not included in these collections.
They are L1Aurore (published in Noske's book and not to
be confused with Aurore, Op. 391), Puis qu'ici-bas and
Tarentelle (Op. 10 Nos. 1 2, for two sopranos), Pleurs
d or (Op. 72,for m.soprano and baritone), Le Don Silen-
cieux (Op. 92), Chanson (Op. 94), Hymne a Apollon (Op.
63A), C'est ljD Paix (Op. 114), Vocal i se (1907) and Sere-
nade du Bourgeois Gentilhomme (1893).
7 Jean-Michel Nectoux, op. cit., p. 97.
8 Robert Orledge, Gabriel Faure (London: Eulenburg Ltd.,
1979), p. 54.




Le Jardin clos is a setting of eight poems by the Sel-
gian poet, Charles van Lerberghe (1861- 1907). Faure has
set eighteen poems by this poet (ten in L_a Chanson d' Eve),
and seventeen by Paul Verlaine. Together, these two poets
inspire the creation of one-third of Faure's melodies.
Charles van Lerberghe was one of the principal repre¬
sentatives of the Symbolist movement in Belgium. Like his
senior, Verhaeren, and his fellow schoolmates, Maeterlinck
and Gregoire Le Roy, he was educated by the Jesuits at
Sainte-Barbe College, Ghent. His first verses appeared
in the journal Pleiade in 1886, then in L_e Parnasse de la
Jeune Belgigue a year later, while the collection La
Wallonie, after having some of its content published, came
out in one piece in 1889. Les Flaireurs (1892), a mystery
drama for the theatre, was largely inspired by Maeterlinck
while Entrevisions (1898), with all the resources of sym¬
bolist poetry, fully revealed Van Lerberghes talent. Ne¬
vertheless, it was L_a Chan son d1E ve, published in 1904,
for which he was renowned.
10 Encyclopaedia Universalis (Paris: Encyclopaedia Uni-
versalis France S. A~ 19), Vol. 20, p. 1986;
L1universelle Bordas (Paris: Bordas, 1976), Vol. 8,
Litterature, entry under Van Lerberghe.
Whereas Faure and Verlaine corresponded with each
other and saw each other, Faure never met or correspondec
with Van Lerberghe. It was in 1906 (Van Lerberghe died
in 1907), while Faure was in Stresa, that he came to know
the works of Van Lerberghe. Mockel, a Belgian writer,
lent him a volume of the poet's works. After that, he
took up the idea of writing another cycle, different from
La Bonne Chan son, but which would include Crepuscule, one
of the poems from Van Lerberghe's La Chanson d'Eve....
In July 1914, he took from Entrevision s the first three
poems, which would be his own 'walled garden', the musical
Le Jardin clos.
Philippe Faure-Fremiet, the composer's son, recog¬
nizes a kind of similarity in thought and temperament be¬
tween musician and poet. Both had doubts about their ex¬
pressive power. Faure wrote in 1903 (when he started to
write the first piano quintet), Am I right? Am I wrong?
What feelings? What ideas? Is my music expressing what
I want to express?.... a dream cannot be literally trans¬
lated. In 1901, when Van Lerberghe was creating La
Chanson d'Eve, he wrote to Fernand Severin, The small
world in which my thought moves is precisely one which
looks like Limbo. How could I clearly express things
that I conceive indistinctly, things which I perceive only
in a kind of luminous fog? ....Indeed it is impossible to
11 Their correspondence and meetings are recorded in
Jean-Michel Nectoux, Gabriel Faure: His Life Through His
Letters
T2 Philippe Faure-Fremiet, La Chan son d'Eve de Van Ler-
berghe--Faure, Syntheses, Vol.T96-7 1962), pp. 261-272.
13 Ibid., pp. 264- 265.
14 Ibid., pp. JL65- 266.
speak clearly of simple things, such as flowers in a field,
except to repeat what has already been said about them.15
Faure considered teaching and a church-organist's post as
means of supporting himself and his family. He was over
seventy when he could at last do the one thing he wanted
to do most: composing. Van Lerberghe confessed that he
dreamed his life away, as he dreamed up his works, and the
price of his freedom was total renunciation.15 However,
neither man complained. Towards the end of his life, Faure
wrote his family, Recognize one quality in me: I never
complain, even in hard times.n1 In a letter to Severin
(1897), Van Lerberghe wrote, Do not think that I disdain
life, but I feel exiled. As for complaining in my poems,
18
oh no! Faure never complained in his music: his last
work (the Finale of the string quartet) is like a Scherzo,
19
light and pleasant. To Philippe Faure-Fremiet, both men
have one more thing in common; neither accepts the dogmas
20
of religion, but both accept that there is a divine power.
Le Jardin clos was first performed on 28th January
1915 at the Concerts Casella, with Claire Croiza singing
and Faure accompanying. It was published by Durand in
April 1915.21
After going through the whole work, Saint-Saens, who
had been teacher to Faure and remained a friend throughout
15 Ibid., p. 266.
16 Ibid., p. 265.
17 Ibid., p. 266.
18 Ibid., pp. 266- 267.
19 Ibid., p. 267.
20 Ibid.
21 Jean-Michel Nectoux, Gabriel Faure: His Life Through
His Letters p. 297.
his life, had the following comment:
For all its apparent simplicity it is not particu¬
larly easy to read; but how engaging and engrossing! I
shall need time to take full possession of it. So far
it is Number One that I like best, but we shall see.
Meanwhile I congratulate you on writing accompaniments
that are genuinely written for the piano and not lavish
orchestrations arranged for that instrument and unplay¬
able, and on writing for the voice vocally and litera-
rily. As regards the literature itself, they are cer¬
tainly fine lines showing a craftsman's hand, but often
quite obscure: there are things I found impossible to
understand. As Christ said, it's not the poor light,
it's your bad eyes.22
Among the eight poems, five (Exaucement; La Messagere;
Dans la penombre; II m'est cher, Amour and Inscription sur
le sable) are in isometric, octosyllabic four-line stanzas.
All have a rhyme scheme of abab or abba, typical of qua¬
trains of the late nineteenth century. Dans la nymphee has
three six-line, octosyllabic stanzas, with a more compli¬
cated rhyme scheme: aabccb. Quand tu plonge tes yeux has
f•• r.• -j• 8 8.7, 7 7 7 ,7 ,7 8 8,
five pairs of poetic lines: aabbccddee, while
Je me poserai sur ton coeur is best described as vers
libres. Its first two lines make up a refrain which re¬
curs twice, after four lines and again after three lines
respectively.
La Messagere is the most representative of symbolism
in French poetry at the end of the nineteenth century.
At its most complex, symbolism can lead to a poem having
many possible meanings, and it may be claimed that what a
poem thus loses in clarity and comprehensibility, it gains
23
in mystery, variety and richness.... This strange poem
22 Jean-Michel Nectoux, op. cit., p. 298.
23 Douglas Parmee, Twelve French Poets 1820- 1900 (Lon¬
don: Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., Seventh Edition,
1964), xxxvi.
10
is indeed open to different interpretations. Dans la nym-
phe, on the other hand, deals with a subject out of the
ordinary: In the shrine of a nymph. The first two
lines alone will cause reverberations in the imagination:
Though your eyes do not see her,
Imagine in your heart that she is there, 24
Floral images in these poems: myrtle and white haw-
thorn in La Messagere jasmines in Dons la nymphee gol-
den foliage and lilies in Dans la penombre and roses in
II m'est cher, Amour, are representative of the extraor-
dinary vogue enjoyed by floral and plant motives in what
was one of the great periods in the history of the decor-
ative arts. ,25 On the other hand, the poet seems to have
a penchant for the golden colour:
De roses, en des rayons d'or (Exaucement),
Splendide, dons un rire d'or (La Messagere),
A travers les feuillages d'or (Dons la penombre and
Le faix d'or de mes longs cheveux (I1 m'est cher,
Amour.
This colour goes well with April, another subject
popular with nineteenth-century poets, 26 which appears
twice in this set:
Avril, et c'est le point du jour (La Messacere),
A quoi, dons ce matin d'Avril (Dons la penombre)
24 A translation of all the poems is attached herewith.
See Appendix I.
25 Jean-Michel Nectoux, op. cit., p. 221.
26 It was Chabrier who said," ....what I don't want are
those banalities about love in springtime, especially April
or May, let's give those two months of the year a rest--
they've been overworked as much as the little flowers in
the garden."
Rollo Myers, Emmanuel Chabrier and His Circle (London: J.M.
Dent & Sons Ltd., 1969T, pp. 138-139
11
Melody
Only one melody has to be considered in Le Jardin coos,
that of the voice. Contrary to Cinq Melodies de Venise
(Op. 58) and La Bonne Chanson (Op. 61), in which melodies
in both the vocal and piano parts are polyphonically inter-
woven, the right-hand part of the piano here mainly dupli-
cates the voice. Furthermore, although the words are set
syllabically, the melody takes on a chant-like, repetitious
character typical of the songs of the last two decades of
the composer's life. Dans la nymphe and Inscription sur
le sable are the most chant-like in this work. (See also
pp. 59 to 68.)
The vocal range of these eight songs is limited, from
a minor sixth (Exaucement) to a major tenth (La Messagere).
Melodies tend to move by conjunct degrees within a third
and up to a fifth 270' A leap of a third is very common.
Larger intervals such as a fifth or an octave, however,
are reserved for high points only. The most disjunct me-
lody is the penultimate line of Quand to plonges tes yeux
(Example 1),
Ex. 1. Quond to plonges tes yeux, bars 18-20
27 "One melodie of the late period, Exaucement, does not
contain a single interval larger than the third, sixty per
cent of the total number of intervals consisting of repeated
notes. This example is extreme even for the late me lodies."
Kenneth D. Pennington, A Historical and Stylistic Study of
the Melodies of Gabriel Fau_ (dissertation, Indiana Univer-
sity Ann Arbor: University Microfilms International, 1962),
p. 111.
while steps o semitone apart are common in Dans la nymphee
(Example 2).
Ex 2. Dans la nymphee, bars 16-17
Ita brej- e-blou-«s -Se- bleu
The leap of a fifth is important at climactic moments
(Examples 3 and 4),
Ex. 3. Da n s 1 a nymphee, bars 14 15
rxY~-f-ois, l nwt, dans un e-clar Elk par- Jes yeuou-Yirts,
Ex. 4. Quand tu plonges tes yeux, bars 23-25
u est Ma y)
The highest note of a song usually co-incides with
the most important line of the text; and four of these im¬
portant lines are built on a triad (Examples 5 to 8):
Ex. 5. Exaucement. bars 8 9
C. vr
-seer) - do
Vitn— ne Comme un cx- au- ct— went.
Ex. 6. Lja Messagere, bars 46-48
Sphn-di—- de, dans uo ri-re dor.
Ex. 7. Dans la penombre. bars 23-24
-f t- Itr de la. ai -we ten-- e,-
Ex. 8. Inscription sur le sable bars 9 10
J)'im-pc r i s-fa,—- j?es d- a—mants.
Only two melodic sequences can be found in Le Jardin
clos, in l_a Me ssagere (bars 38-42) and I_1 m1 est cher,
Amour (bars 30-37) respectively. They are not easily dis¬
cernible, as there are some rhythmic variations in the re¬
peat of the sequential pattern.
A few melodic motives are important in this work:
(a) consecutive thirds (Example 9), e.g. Dans la nym-
phee, bars 7 and 16 respectively; Exaucement bars ]Q to
12;
Ex. 9. Consecutive thirds
(b) the opening melody of Je me poserai (Example 10),
Ex. 10. J£ me: poserai, opening bars
which also appears inverted in In scription sur 1e sable
(Example 11)
Ex. 11. Inscription sur le sable, third line, second verse
and Exaucement (Example 12) and Dans la nym phee (Example
13) in slightly different versions;
Ex. 12. Exaucement, penultimate line, inverted motif
Ex. 13. Da n s la nym phee, bars 20 21
(c) most important of all, the following motive(Exam pie
14), its inversion, retrograde and retrograde inversion.
Ex. 14.
Orijina.1 Inversion Retrograde RltrojradeInversion
The original version Occurs in the opening phrase of the
first song, Alors qu'en tes mains de lumiere." It ap-
pears in every song except Quand tu pionges tes yeux
(where the poetic lines are paired) and Je me poserai
(where there is a refrain which recurs at irregular in-
tervals). I1 m'est cher, Amour alone has three of the
four forms (Example 15):
Ex. 15. II m'est cher, Amour
Bars 11-13 Bus 3l-36,
in sequence
Bars 42-46
The retrograde inversion is found in Dan s la nymphee (Exam¬
ple 1 6),
Ex. 16. Dans la nymphee, bars 4 5
and L_a Messagere (Example 17).
Ex. 17. L_a Messaqere, bars 38-42, motif extended and in
sequence
In fact, the only two sequences in the whole work are
built on this vital motive.
Finally, it is heard three times at the same pitches
in the last song, on the words Renaquit en chant de 1u-
miere (last line, verse 1) and the last line of the poem
(Example 18), where it serves as an example of word-pain¬
ting, The eternal stones once more trace the image of her
face.28
28 A cambiata motif (Example 19), referred to as Faure's
finger-print Ey Norman Suckling, has been found to appear
in all seven song-cycles. It appears in Le Jardin clos in
Exaucement, bars 9 and 10 (voice); and LaFfessagfere7 Ears 4
and$ {bass).
Ex. 19. Finger-print of Faure
Dan Howard Kinsinger, The Seven Sona Collections of Gabriel
Faure (dissertation, University of Illinois at UrTTana-Cham-
paign; Ann Arbor: University Microfilms International,
1972), pp. 14- 25.
Ex. 18. Inscription sur le sable, bars 15-18
Another example of atmospheric painting through the
use of climbing steps can be found in L_a Messagere (Exam-
ple 20). One can almost hear the motion:
They, slowly, in long gowns,
One by one, hand in hand,
Cross the indistinct threshold
Where night becomes dawn.
Ex. 20. La Messagere, bars 24-34
Rhythm
The rhythmic aspect of the vocal part of L_e Jardin
clos will be studied first while that of the piano will
be discussed on pp. 22- 25.
Except for two poems (Quand tu plonges tes yeux and
Je me poserai), all poems on which this song-cycle is
built are isometric, octosyllabic quatrains; Dans la nym-
phee, however, has six lines in each verse (see also p.9).
We shall see later how Quar,d tu plonges tes yeux and Je
me poserai are given special treatment by Faure le ryth-
.• ,.29
micien.
French verse contains various stresses, one of which
30
always falls on the last syllable. Most of the time,
Faure accordingly puts the final syllable on a strong beat,
such as the downbeat of a bar, the first or third beat in
quadruple metre. The only exception is LI m'est cher,
Amour, where less than half of the final syllables comply
with this rule. The final syllable and other important
words of a line are often extended in note value. An ex¬
tra note in shorter value follows if the poetic line ends
with a mute e.
By assembling the note values of the melody line by
line (as in poetry), one can see how carefully Faure ar¬
ranges his rhythmic patterns. In Exaucement, the first
two lines of verses 1 and 2 are built on one rhytmic
pattern, (Verse 1) and
29 Pierre Fortassier, Le rythme dans les melodies de
Gabriel Faure, Revue de Musicologie lxii (1976), pp. 257
- 274.—
30 Douglas Parmee, Twelve French Poets, lvii.
(verse 2) respectively. The same idea occurs in l_a Messa-
cje_r£, where the first two lines of verses 3 and 5 are res¬
pectively built on one basic rhythmic pattern. Verses 2
and 4 end with the same idea: J!J D J; and verse 1
is dominated by a triplet figure which appears in the se¬
cond half of every line(see Appendix II pp. 80- 90).
Rhythmic characterization plays an important part in
n s 1a nymphee and LI m1e st c her, Amour. In the former,
the use of two opposing rhythms, dactylic and ana-
pestic are prevalent. They are assembled in the
first line of each verse (e.g. bar 2, J J~j J~] J~1 J J),
as well as the last line of the poem. In the latter, the
pattern J.L (first mentioned in the pre¬
vious paragraph) appears at least once in every verse (e.g
Verse 1, line 3, aj j nn j). In Dans 1 a pe nombre,
rhythmic characterization goes hand in hand with harmony.
The ascending rhythm (one starting with an anacrusis) of
the first verse is associated with the tonic key while the
descending rhythm (one starting with a downbeat) goes with
the subdominant key of the following verse. The final
verse does not conform to one particular pattern, while
the key changes through the subdominant, dominant and
f1 at-submediant. and ends in the tonic.
The only poem which has a refrain is Je rne poserai.
Je me poserai sur ton coeur appears three times in the
same rhythm( nni nj) though the melody ap¬
pears differently the last time. It is a means of unifi¬
cation in a poem which does not have isometric lines and
whose refrain occurs at irregular intervals.
19
The unusual text of Quand to plonges tes yeux is made
up of pairs of isometric lines. The first and last pairs
have eight syllables while the other three pairs have se-
ven, The first pair of isometric lines correspond to the
second pair both textually and rhythmically, though not
in the number of syllables. The third pair is character-
ized by the use of triplets while the fourth is in mirror
form. The two hemistiches (two halves of a poetic line
with the caesura in the middle) of the last line of the
final pair, "La est mon ame, La est ma vie", are reflected
in two rhythmically similar phrases. The caesura is clear-
ly indicated by a rest. The rhythmic aspect of the whole






An important word is often stressed by having a lonqer
31 Rhythmic patterns of the other seven songs are shown
in Appendix II (pp. 80- 90).
o p
note value than the rest of the words in the same line.
The following are 4US two of the many examples which coulc?
be found in l_e Jardin clos:
Exaucement, bars 5-7
Que mon a-mour en ta pri-e--re--, and
La Messagere, bars 53-56,
Tou-tes trem-blent, tes le-vres tou-chent.
Dans la nymphee, the thrice-repeated rhythn
f 33
(corresponding to the three statements of the fourth peon,
in the text), combined with a rising melody and in-
tervallic leaps, effectively generates an air of excitement
in the passage describing the apparition of the nymph
(Examples 21 and 22).
Ex. 21. Dans la nymphee, bars 14-16
C VtsScendo peart
Par 4o)$, Id fiUitjdans U Elkraft Ics yeuxoutfcfh,—
-Cslaif dansSe mi- re.-
32 Paul B. Sommers has made a careful study of Faure's
handling of prosody (including Dans la nymphee), and found
that as early as La Bonne Chanson, Tt is apparent that
Faure creates the setting so as to observe primarily the
stress of the sense group and, above all, the large stress
at the end of each verse. Faure achieved more than mas¬
tery of prosody, he has achieved artistic perfection.
Paul Bartholin Sommers, Faure and his Songs: The Relation-
ships of Text, Melody and Accompaniment p7 90.
33 PTerre Fortassier, Le rythme dans les melodies de
Gabriel Faure, p. 260.
Ex. 22. Dans la nymphee, bars 18 19
The same rhythm leads to two high points in Exau-
cement, the first of which states the title of the song,
"Exaucement" (Example 23),
Ex. 23. Exaucement, bars 6-9
and the second ends with the words "en des rayons d'or"34
(Example 24):
Ex. 24. Exaucement. bars 14-17
34 See also p. 10.
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Piano Figuration and Form
Piano figuration and formal structure are discussed
here in the same chapter for one reason: while there is no
recurrence of theme in the vocal part in any of these songs
except Je meoserai (where there is a refrain),,the piano
figuration sometimes chances in the middle section but re-
turns to the opening figuration in the final section of a
song (Exaucement, La Messagere and Dons la penombre), This
procedure gives these songs the appearance of ABA form,
which, together with strophic setting and the Bar form
(AAB) are important in the early songs of Faure.. (see also
p. 59),
There are basically two moving parts in the songs of
Cp. 106, the left-hand part (bass) of the piano and the
voice part (treble). The right-hand part of the piano
fills in the harmony and duplicates the voice with chords,
broken chords or arpeggios.
The descending arpeggio in Exaucement is similar to
that of Soir (Op. 83/2, Example 25), while its inversion
in La Messac e're corresponds to that in Dans la foret de
septembre (Op. 85/1, Example 26).
Ex. 25. Soir, Op. 83/2, opening bar
Ex. 26. Dan s la f oret de septembre, Up, 85/I, bars 10 & 11
Both versions of this arpeggio figure are found in jln Sour¬
dine (Op. 582, Example 27).
Ex. 27. Sourdine, Op. 582, opening bars
While the descending arpeggio persists throughout the right-
hand part in Excucement, the bass changes to a syncopated
pattern half-way through the second verse, between bars 13
and 21: J i J| J J J. It ends with the words Jardin
clos (bar 21). In La Messagere, the change from ascending
arpeggios in semiquavers to broken chords in quavers (bar
22) is significant. In doing so, Faure is singling out the
third verse (out of five verses) perhaps in his efforts to
describe motion:
They, slowly, in long gowns,
One by one, hand in hand,
Cross the indistinct threshold
Where night becomes dawn.
The syncopated right-hand part in Quand tu plonges tes
yeux is found as early as Reve d1 amour, Op. 52, and Adieu,
Op. 213, but it became more important around the turn of
the century in Faure's piano accompaniment (e.g. it is
found in Op. 585, Op. 6l5, Op. 832, Op. 853, Op. 872
and Op. 953, ail composed between 1890 and 1910). The bass
in syncopated rhythm, as in m_e poserai, f J} i J
however, is net common. Faure uses it here to illustrate
24
Ei que tierce le rythme eternel
Des flots et de 1'espace,
while the displaced octaves (left hand, Example 28) and
the fifths at the end (Example 29) suggest the swells
and rocking movement of the sea respectively.
Ex. 28. Je me poserai, bars 9.11
Ex. 29. Je me poserai, bars 34-36
Only chords are used in the piano part of Dans la
nymphhee and Inscription sur le sable. The former is less
static through the occasional use of quavers (they fall
on the third beat five times out of eleven). In the lat-
ter, the less frequent use of quavers and the slower tem-
po (Andante quasi Ada io) enhance the meditative charac-
ter. This last song corresponds to that of La Chanson
d'Eve (Op. 95) in subject matter (death) and mood. Other
instances when only chords are used include Le Secret
(Op. 23/3), Prima Verba (Op. 95/2) and Diane, Selene
(L'Horizon Chimerique, Op. 108/3).
Dons la penombre deserves to be mentioned separately.
The piano figuration in the first section (bars 1 to 14)
involves isorhythm arranged in such a way that each hand
is heard alternatively; that of the second section (bars
15 to 23) is built on an appoggiatura figure, and both
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figurations are included in the final section (bar 24 to
the end). The changes in figuration also correspond to
the demarcation of the verses. The ascending and descen-
ding bass lines in the two outer sections involve the use
of passin-notes(including chromatic ones) and appogria
turas. Both isorhythm and moving bass lines add vitality
to the rather chant-like melody. Parallel is found in
Crepuscule of La Chanson d Eve, where, instead of using
isorhythm, a melodic motif in the piano is repeated over
and again in the first twenty bars (Example 30).
Ex. 30. Crepuscule, Op. 95/9, opening bars.
In Il m'est cher, Amour, although the right-hand
broken chord pattern never falters, the bass notes are
always ingeniously placed: sometimes on the second beat,
other times on the third but never on the downbeat for
long stretches. At the end of the last two verses, cross-
rhythm is incorporated into the bass line (bars 27 to 29
44 to 49 respectively): pro-
viding variation and animation.
Harmonic Language
Faure uses conventional chords of various degrees of
the diatonic scale. As we shall see, ordinary chord pro¬
gressions (such as I- II- V- i) are quite common in his
harmonic language. The strangeness in his music results
from the use of modes apart from major and minor scales;
the contrapuntal conception of his writing; the use of me¬
lodic embellishments, non-harmonic notes and enharmonic
langage; the use of consecutive sevenths and non-function¬
al dominant sevenths; and the uninhibited use of chord in¬
versions (such as the second inversion) and augmented
triads.
In Faure's late music, it is difficult to find modu¬
lations in the traditional sense. The introduction of the
leading-note in a new key and the V- I cadence which fol¬
lows are practically non-existent. Instead, tonicization
3 5
(implying a temporary tonic of brief duration) on var¬
ious degrees of the scale occurs frequently; so frequently
that some of his music has been described as continuous
36
modulation and wandering vaguely through various tona-
37....
lities. Tonicization in remote keys is done by simple
side-stepping and the use of enharmonic language. Less re¬
mote tonalities are reached by means of pivot chords com¬
mon to the tonalities involved. The V- I root progression
35 E. Aldwell C. Schachter, Harmony and Voice Leading,
Vol. I (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc.,1978),
p. 180.
36 Stephen F. Bland, Form in the Songs of Gabriel Faure
(dissertation, Florida State University; Ann Arbor 7 Uni-
versity Microfilms Internationl, 1976), p. 98.
37 Barbara Meister, Nineteenth-Century French Song
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980J, p. 151
is rare in his music of the last period, but two examples
of the use of the circle of fifths are found in le Jardin
clos (see pp. 35 and 36).
Faure's early training in modal harmony in the Nieder-
meyer School leaves its mark on his compositions. His me-
lodies (mainly the voice and the piano left-hand) are built
on a free mixture of major (Ionian), harmonicmelodic
(Aeolian) minors and other church modes. Example 31 is a
reduction of the bass line of La Messagere, bars 2 to 11,
fluctuating between minor and major. The voice part, in
the same bars, behaves in a similar manner (Example 32).
Ex. 31. La Messagere, bars 2-11, reduction of bass line
Gr MelcJiiC Mtnof Gr HA-Cjoy
Ex. 32. L£ Me s sage re, bars 2-11, voice part
rvtinor tLird Kiojer fHird
In Dan s la nymphee, the voice part makes use of both har¬
monic and melodic minors (Example 33).
Ex. 33. Dans la nymphee, bars 6-9, voice part
Patsinq note (PMj
MlfiOf 3 Of D hie Iodic Minor
Further on, in bars 14 and 15 (temporarily in F major),
the Phrygian mode is used (Example 34).
Ex. 34. Dan s la nymphee, bars 14 15
In Da n s 1a pe n om br e, the bass line of the first verse
(bars 1 to 14) involves several forms of the scale on E
(Example 35).
Ex. 35. Da n s la penom bre, bars 1-14, bass line




The Phrygian mode and other modal elements appear in the
last song (Example 36).
Ex. 36. Inscription sur le sable, bars 1-6
Thruqlan n tuaiat E Minor
The last three notes of the voice part, D, C-sharp and 5,
which reappear at the end of the song (bars 15 to 17),
could have been derived from either the Dorian or Mixo-
lydian modes (Example 37).
Ex. 37. Inscription sur le sable, bars 15-17
Semitone- Deran tJiXoJydiAi
Alternating major and minor thirds, the use of melodic
minor (Aeolian mode), non-functional dominant sevenths
and ninths produce the following harmonic effect in Dans
la nymphee (Example 38)°:
Ex. 38. Da n s la nym phee, bars 6-9
I'll and VII are upper-neighbour (UN) and lower-neighbour
(LN) notes of the tonic; and there are many instances
where Fnure mnlces use nf nei nhhouri no notes such ns these.
Example 39 shows simultaneous linear motion. Further
examples will show that the parts (usually four in number)
are most of the time contrapuntally conceived, and that
the bass line is often quite independent (see Examples 41
+n 4 3.
Ex. 39. Quand tu plonges tes yeux, bars 22-23
38 This passage was written in C-sharp tonality to avoid
the use of double-flats. See also Example 33.
Example 40 shows clearly the use of contrapuntal tex¬
ture and voice-leading. The asterisk shows the use of
both forms of D minor (the harmony moves chromatically up¬
ward from C to D). Again, Faure follows his habit of side¬
stepping into the neighbouring tonality of E-flat before
ending in D major. Embellishments are abundant. The
chords are typical of the Faurean leading-note: it no
longer needs to be a semitone below the tonic.
Ex. 40. ILa Messagere, bars 24-36
Example 41 shows that the bass line sometimes anti¬
cipates the harmony that follows rather than supporting
the on-going one. Many of its notes are foreign to the to¬
nality involved.
Ex. 41. Jet me poserai, bars 7-17
Bass llfle Otrfiflirty





The above also shows the use of a pivot chord common
to two tonalities, in this case E-flat major and F major.
But nowhere is the conception of bass line as a separate
entity more apparent than in Dans la penombre, in which
it moves up or down for long stretches in isorhythm. It
also serves as a form-giving element in this respect (see
pp. 24- 25.
Example 42 shows Faure's use of a conventional chord
progression I- II- V- I, but with his own special
treatment of cadences.
Ex. 42. Dans la penombre, bars 1-14
M'itoly dian





J)ec.eptl€ Gade r cC
In the IV- I cadence (bars 11 to 14), although the
third of the IV chord (C-natural) is only heard once, the
persistent A and E (root and fifth of IV) sustain the cc-
dential extension.
Example 43 illustrates further how the bass line
descends a fifth regardless of the harmony of the three
upper parts (bars 15 to 18). The 1- V progression (re¬
solving on E in the soprano in bar 19) is overlapped by
chord VI around bar 19. The B-natural and G in the tenor
are non-harmonic notes (cambiata) of A, and the alto part
supporting its inflection causes a momentary E minor har¬
mony. The B-natural in the bass (bar 20) anticipates
chord IV; and its odd E at bar 21 may be interpreted as
the bass moving in parallel tenths with the tenor. Si¬
milarly, the soprano and alto move in parallel sixths
around bars 16 and 19.
Ex. 43. I_1 m1 est cher, Amour, bars 15-22
F: X X.
Antic
As illustrated in Example 43 (bar 19), melodic in¬
flections such as non-harmonic notes and embellishments
also affect harmony, as Faure puts equal weight on the
supporting harmony of these inflections. The reduction
of the opening melody of Dans la nymphee (Example 44)
shows that it is actually built on two notes: the third
and the fifth of the tonic chord.
Ex. 44. Dans la nymphee. bars 2-5
LN UN PN
The opening descending chords of Dans la nymphee, D-flat
major- C major- B major are the result of harmonic sup¬
port to the non-harmonic notes of the voice part (Example
45). However, the I- 11- V7- I progression is not
obscured. (A similar passage may be found in the first
phrase of Le Parfurn Imperrisable, Op. 761.
Ex. 45. Dons la nymphee, opening bars
Chromatic alterations sometimes trigger a short di¬
version into another tonality, while the use of enharmonic
notes usually starts an extension which either concludes
with the same chord it starts with, or continues with the
previous harmonic progression at the end of the extension.
The latter case is illustrated in Example 46.









Ar ten si on
C Voice)
Actually H%ret chromatically dttCCndiny mofes
The progression in E, interrupted at bar 15 (I4) continues
7
onward, following the extension, with the V of bar 20,
The bass line during the extension is centred on B.
Example 47 shows an enharmonic extension (bars 20-22)
which ends on the same chord it starts with, as well as
the use of non-harmonic notes around a chord (the dominant
seventh chord in bar 17 in Dan s la nymphee).
Ex. 47. Dans la nymphee, bars 17-23
Be.corviiiQ




Enharmonic extensions usually divert into the tona¬
lity of the upper-or lower-neighbour notes, as may be seen
in Examples 46( E— E— f 1 at- E) and 47 (A-flat— A- A—
flat).
One of the enharmonic extensions in Dans la nymphee
involves the use of the whole-tone scale (Example 48).
The traditional V- I root progressions are so uncommon
in Faure's late music that the cycle of descending fifths
7 7 7
F 9 B— flat and E— flat used to harmonize this exotic
scale is almost ironical.




Example 49 is another cycle of fifths (ascending)
found in Le Jardin clos, moving through the tonalities of
G-flat, D-flat, A-flat and E-flat.
Ex. 49. Je me poserai, bars 20-26
(Tome)
The above examples show that some of the ambiguities
in Faure's harmony are caused by harmonic support of melo¬
dic inflections or embellishments; use of a mixture of ma¬
jor and minor scales and modes; contrapuntal texture; in¬
dependence of the bass line and its anticipation of a dif-
ferent tonality which follows, with resulting delayed
resolution in the upper parts. The two latter procedures,
which involve overlapping of two tonalities, are just one
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step away from bitonality.
The second inversion of the tonic chord is used in
the opening bars of both Je me poserai and _I1 m'est cher,
Amour, These are just two examples of Faure's free use of
second inversions.
There are a few striking instances in Op. 106 when
the augmented triad is used. Example 50 shows its use as
an upper neigh bour note; it appears as a chromatic pa s sing-
note in Example 51. Example 52 is more complex due to the
use of echappee, descending bass line and enharmonic lan¬
guage.
Ex. 50. Dans la nymphee, bars 2 3
39 The process of writing simultaneously in two dif¬
ferent keys,.... a means of expanding the major-minor
tonal system without breaking completely with the rules
governing tonality, which on the contrary a re essential
to it.
Eric Blom (revised), Bitonality, in the New Grove Dic-
tionary of Music, edited by Sadie Stanley London:
McMilian~~Publishers, Co., 1980), Vol. 2, p. 747.
Ex. 51. Dans la nymphee, bars 14 15





The melodic use of the tritone is most prominent in
Example 53. as part of a sequential bass line.
Fx. 53. T1 m'est cher. Amour, bars 30-37
I ri tone Tritone
Dans la nymphee is the most compressed among the
eight songs of Op. 106: eighteen octosyllabic lines of
the rhyme scheme aabeeb (the only one of its kind in Op.
106), second only to the twenty lines of l_a Messagdre, are
set to twenty-four bars of music. Its chordal texture,
chant-like melody and tonality correspond to those of 0
Mort, poussiere d'etoiles, the last song of JLa Chanson
d Eve. While() Mort sums up the whole cycle with the ac¬
ceptance and welcoming of death:
Transport me to your void!
Come sombre breeze in which I waver,
Like a flame drunk with wind!
It is in you that I wish to extend myself,
Death to which my soul aspires!,
Dan s la nymphee illuminates the walled garden through
the nymph who lives in the imagination. The climactic
moment comes with the final verse:
A brief blue dazzle
Unveils her in her lona hair,
She wakes up, then rises,
And the whole dazzling garden,
Lights up in the deep of night,
In the sudden flash of a dream.
The intensity of Dans la nymphee finds its parallel
in In scription sur le sable, particularly in the middle
section (bars 6 to 10). The meditative chords here do not
just speak of death, but reach beyond:
And her soul was taken elsewhere
Born again in a song of light.
To summarise: because of the use of contrapuntal
texture and voice-leading, the vertical harmony is a con¬
fluence of linear motions. The combined use of various
forms of scales and modes further complicates the harmony.
Short diversions into remote tonalities are the result of
harmonic support to melodic inflections or embellishments,
while enharmonic language is used to prolong a particular
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chord. The importance of the leading-note has been under-
mined by simply avoiding its use in cadences leading to
the tonic or in modulatory passages, Frequently, the
leading-note is also a tone away from the tonic, instead
of the conventional semitone.
Occasionally, Faure uses harmony to illustrate the
text. In Je me poserai, to emphasize the refrain in the
poem, he uses the same progression twice (bars 1 to 6 and
bars.18 to 21 respectively) but the use of the flat-me-
diant tonality (simply sliding down a semitone) the second
time (bars 18 to 21) has a magical colouring effect.
41
Cadences
The final cadences of the eight songs in Le Jardin
clos are worked out in various ways, some conventional,
others ingenious.. Examples 54 and 55 show extended V- I
cadences, involving a short ascending bass line.
Ex. 54. Dons la nymphee bars 22-24
23- 249
Ex. 55. Dans la penombre, bars 36-40
Examples 56 and 57 involve a short descending bass line.




Ex. 57. j£ jne poseroi, bars 32-36
Volet
Dotted lines indicate the tendency of the voice part to
hold on to the melodic dominant in the final cadences. Its
importance will be emphasized in Examples 59 and 60.
The flat- iif chord before the authentic V- I cadence
in Example 58 is a result of modal inflection (flattened
seventh degree, see also p. 28, Example 37).
Ex, 58. JQ m1e st c her, Amour, bars 41-50)
The V- I cadence in Exaucement (bars 17-21 in Exam¬
ple 59) is extended enharmonically. The underlying pat¬
tern has the soprano and bass parts descending in parallel
thirds. The strangeness in sound results from the bass
line having one extra passing-note and yet arriving at C
earlier than the soprano does at E. Bars 21 to 28 is a
coda alternating between chords V and I. The G (bass)
and C (alto) in bar 24 imply a 1- V progression, but C
never resolves to B, the leadinq-note.
Ex. 59. Exaucement, bars 17-28
In a similar manner, the leading-note is again mis-
sinc in Examole 60.
Ex. 60. L_a Messagere, bars 63-66
Charles Koechlin describes this as having a Plagal
sense, evinced by a desire to avoid an ending involving
the semitonal leading-note, extending to harmonies over a
Dominant bass preceding the final Tonic chord. In my
opinion, Example 59 shows that the G (melodic dominant)
in both the voice (indicated by vertical dotted lines)
40 Charles Koechlin, Gabriel Faure (New York: AMS ed¬
ition, 1976), p. 63.
and the piano part is weighty enough to support the V- I
progression. Example 60, however, is less convincing,
particularly when there is a sustained tonic (G) and only
one melodic dominant in the bass.
Finally, the cadence at the end of Inscription sur
le soble (Example 61) involves yet another cadential for¬
mula: it is neither IV- I nor V- I.




James Kurtz has concluded that Faure has adopted the
mixed III as a kind of pseudo dominant (in Le s Presents,
Op. 461), or has at least synthesized a domincnt associa-
41
tion from it.... Example 62 is an example taken from
his chapter on Puisque 1'aube grandit (Op. 612), esta¬
blishing III as a substitute dominant.
41 James Lawrence Kurtz, Problems of tonal structure in
songs of Gabriel Faure (dissertation,Brandeis University;
Ann Aror: University Microfilms International, 1970),
pp. 26- 27.
42 Ibid., p. 43.
Ex. 62. Chord IIIsubstituting chord V
G:
The short melodic phrcses persistently returning to
the melodic dominant (marked with asterisks) in Example 61
add weight to his theory. He describes this particular ca-
Q
dence as combining both plagai and dominant formulae.
Presumably the A in the alto just before bar 18 suggests
the plagal formula.
However, this may also be interpreted as a kind of
cadence commonly used in Medieval times, when chants and
church modes still played an important part. Particu¬
larly prior to 1500, progressions such as V- I and IV- I
were very seldomn used.... In Gregorian chant, by far the
most frequent cadential motion is that of the descending
second, II- I, with III- I being next in importance....
' Prior to 1450, practically all cadences of polyphonic mu¬
sic are based on the progression II- I in the lowest part
(tenor). In fact, the last three notes in the bass in
this example are III- II- I, with II being used here as
a passing-note in modern terms.
43 Kurtz, od. cit., p. 15.
44 Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Mass: Harvard University Press, IT477 entry under
Cadence.
The following is a table for internal cadences. They
usually occur at the end of a verse (V), otherwise the end
of a line (L). For Qua nd tu plonges te s yeux,the end of
a pair of lines is indicated by (p), while (R) indicates
the end of the refrain in Jje me po serai. There are six
plagal cadences, three deceptive cadences, two half-ca¬
dences and two authentic cadences.











































Those plagal and authentic cadences which lead into
another tonality rather than the tonic tend to move still
further very quickly (Example 63).
Ex. 63. Exaucement, bars 8-10
C:
Q• JZ
All eight songs of Op. 106 sound continuous althoueh V
some of them are in A3A form, determined by a change in
and the return of a piano figuration, or by the reappear¬
ance of a descending bass line (see pp. 22 to 25). Faure
uses various means to connect different verses. Usually
the vocal line is punctuated by short rests, and the last
syllable of a verse is often extended; but the piano part
always goes on. In extreme cases, such as Dans la nym-
phee, it is difficult to tell where lines or verses start
and end just by listening.
There are altogether two short piano interludes in
the eight songs. Example 64 is more distinctive while
Example 65 is overlapped by the extended voice part.




Ex. 65. Qua nd tu pi on ge s te s yeux, bars 4 d 5
JeSuiSLOu —fe ds ruts veux
(Similar to latrodudion]
Example 66 shows two verses joined by a cadential
extension.






Sometimes the ending of one verse simultaneously
initiates the beginning of the next, as in Examples 67
and 68. The former involves no change in either harmony
or piano figuration.
Ex. 67. La Messagere bars 11 12
il
(A)- haOttr. Tu tienS dans un
Q: X
Ex. 68. Dans la penombre, bars 13-15
15
(otc 2— Pen— St'-yemewt,
In bar 14 of Example 68, the first verse seemingly
ends on the tonic chord of iJ; but at the same time it
initiates a new piano figuration for the following sec¬
tion.
Later in the same song, the extended last word of
the second verse overlaps the piano figuration for the
final section (Example 69).
Ex. 69. Dons la penombre, bars 23-26
-Ml
de I (ai-ne HCu c. A Sou- ri re
Examples 66 to 69 show how Faure connects the dif¬
ferent verses in ]_e Jardin clos. They illustrate his
45
predilection for uninterrupted continuity.
45 Stephen Bland, Form in the Songs of Gabriel Faure,
p. 94.
CHAPTER III
LE JARDIN CLOS IN THE CONTEXT OF
CONTEMPORARY WORKS BY FAURE
The following is a list of works written before and
































Four years elapsed between La Chanson d1 Eve (1906-
1910) and JLe Jardin clos (July- November, 1914). Except
f°r Penelope, a theatrical work, Faure wrote solely for
the piano during that period.
The chief melodic motive in the song cycle, and its
inversion (Example 70), are found in some of the above-
listed works (Examples 71 to 74).
46 Sometimes listed as Op. 105 bis.
Ex. 70. Mot ive in Le Jg rdin c 1 o s
0 r i o I n| JLrtverslon
Ex. 71. Prelude No.5 (Op. 1035) in D minor, opening bars
Ex. 72. Barcarolle No. 10 (Op. 1042) in A minor, bars 43
131
48
Ex. 73. Barcarolle No. 11 (Op. 105) in G minor, bars 10
33
lo 24
Ex. 74(a). Barcarolle No. 12 (Op. 106 bis) in E-flat ma¬
yor opening bars
A lit a re ffo 6rocoso I 3 I
I li M
frocUaic i4ic
Ex. 74(b). Barcarolle No. 12, second theme
[451
Just as the dactylic and anapestic are put
side by side in Dans la nymphee (p. 18), the trochaic
and iambic are juxtaposed in Ex. 74(a).
The free combination of modes and scales is found in
many of these works( 0 p. 102 to 109), as shown in Examples
75 and 76.
Ex. 75. 'Cello Sonata No. 1, Op. 109, second movement,
main theme
Hypodorian or AroUan [melodic Minor)
Tkruq Jan
Ex. 76. Violin Sonata No. 2, Op. 108, first movement,




The use of modes plays an important part in the har¬
monic language in these works, just as it does in that of
Op. 106. Sometimes one crucial note (e.g. the flat se¬
cond in the Phrygian mode) supplies the necessary modal
colouring in the harmony. The use of chains of sevenths,
non-functioncl dominant sevenths, enharmonic extensions,
and ascending and descending bass line (Examples 77 to 80)
are all characteristic of Faure's harmony in this period.
Ex. 77. Barcarolle No. 10, Op. 1042, bars 19-21
20
Chain of sevenths
Ex. 78. Prelude No. 4, Op. 1034, bars 19 20
20
Ncn- -futcXtona I deminawf Scvtfutts










Example 81 shows Faure's use of a III chord (in this
case a flat-Ill) just when the dominant chord is expected
(see also pp. 44 and 45), while Example 82 shows the use
of a tritone, appearing in the opening theme of the first
and last movements of the Op. 109 'Cello Sonata. It seems
that Fcure makes bolder use of this interval after Op. 106,
Ex. 81. Violin Sonata
bars after fi




Ex- 82. Cello Sonata No. 1, first movement, openinc bars
AlUjro
Building various harmonies around a common tone is
also a typical practice of the period, as shown in Exam-
Dies 83 and 84.
Ex. 83. La Messagere, Op. 1063. bars 20-22
Le (U est te- i-- etftf,
Ex. 84. Prelude No. 3 (Op. 1033) in G minor
Ahdunte,
In some final cadences, as in the Barcarolle No. 10,
Op. 1042 (Example 85) and Nocturne No. 12, Op. 107,
Faure is indecisive about whether to end on the tonic ma¬
jor or minor. The two chords alternate until his mind is
made up. According to Crledge, the manuscript in the
possession of Durand et Cie. in Paris shows that Faure
added a tierce de picardie to the final chord of the
cycle (j_e J c r d i n clo s), turning e into E.
Ex. 85. Barcarolle No. 10, Op. 1042, last eight bars
A few features found in the other contemporary works
however, do not appear in Op. 106; or less frequently if
they do. Devices such as close imitations and canons are
not found in Op. 106, and it has far less sequences, me¬
lodic or harmonic. Its phrase lengths are irregular com-
pared to those of the other works. Although Faure uses
a nd as rhythmic patterns
in Je me poserai and Dan s la pe nom bre respectively, they
47 Robert Orledge, Gabriel Faure, p. 145.
3 6
are not as exciting as the contrast of with g in 9a r-
carolles No, 10 and 11, or with p in Prelude No. 5,
or the use of
and all in Nocturne No. 12. with V as c
time-signature. His predilection for the iambic rhythm
is apparent in Preludes Nos. 4 and 5, Barcarolle No. 11
an Violin Sonata No. 2, the first movement.
CHAPTER IV
THE SEVEN SONG CYCLES OF FAURE
Of the approximately one hundred melodies of Faure,
forty-three are grouped as song cycles. His seven song
cycles are 48
Poeme d1 un) our Op. 21 (1878)
Cinq Melodies c'e V e n i s e, Op. 58 (1891)
La Bonne Chanson, Op. 61 (1892- 94)
La Chanson d1 Eve, Op. 95 (1906- 10)
La Jardin clos, Op. 106 (1914)
Mirages, Op. 113 (1919)
L1 Horizon chimerique, Op. 118 (1921)
The three songs of Poeme d'un jour are principally
bound by textual content. These are based on poems writ¬
ten by Charles Grandmougin (b 1850), relating an encounter
with the beloved (Rencontre), the avowal of the poet's
love (Toujours) and saying good-bye to the loved one
(Adieu), all in one day. Kinsinger goes further in his
study of the work and shows that there are three short re-
curring motives.49 The strophic form which Faure uses so
much in his early melodie s is employed here in the first
song. Rencontre. Other traits of Faure's early stylistic
48 Dates according to Orledge's Gabriel Faure. There
are discrepancies with both Pennington's and Kinsinger's
dissertations.
49 Dan Howard Kinsinger, The Seven Song Collection s of
Gabriel Faure, pp. 60- 72.
period (prior to 1890) include the wide ambitus of the vo¬
cal line (an octave to a major eleventh), the occasional
use of melodic intervals larger than a fifth, and the role
of the piano as mere accompaniment (Example 86).
Ex. 86. Rencontre, Op. 2]l, bars 10-11 (for high voice)
Et le revt i-dt-a pewr-rui- vi Vai Me-
The keys in this cycle are 8 major, E minor and E major,
closely related to one another.
Cinq melodies de Venise is Faure's first collabor¬
ation with Verlaine. Mandoline, En Sourdine and A Cly-
mene are taken from Verlaine1s Fetes Galantes, Green from
his Aquarelle s, and C1e st 1'exta se from his Ariette s
Oubliee s. The song collection was dedicated to Princess
de Polignac, who invited Faure for a vacation in Venice.
Among the five songs, only A Clymdne, a 8arcarol1e, is
musically related to Venice; the title of the collection
merely indicates the place of composition. Pennington
suggests that a performance of the cycle should include
Clair de lune (the first setting of a Verlaine poem),
which was composed only three years earlier. He also
thinks that Clair de 1une and Mandoline are especially well
50
matched. A year later, Faure again set music to nine
poems of Verlaine's La Bonne Cha n son (1870), which was
written for the poet's fiancee, Mathilde Mante, and ex¬
pressed the joy of their forthcoming marriage. Third-
related keys are employed in the first three songs of Cinq
Melodies de Venise (C major, E-flat major, G-flat major)
and the last four of L£ Bonne Chanson (D-flat, B-flat,
G and B-flat majors). Otherwise, the keys in these two
cycles do not relate to one another. The same applies to
the cycles which follow, 0pp. 95, 106, 113 and 118.
The cyclic design in Cinq Melodies was intentional,
as illustrated in Faure's letter to Princess de Polignac
(September, 1981):
You will see that, as for Clymene, I have tried a
form that I believe to be new, at least I have never
come across anything like it.... After an initial theme
that does not reappear, for the second stanza I introduce
a calm and gentler echo of Green, and for the third an
echo of Ejn Sourdine.... This constitutes a sort of con¬
clusion and makes the five songs into a kind of Suite, a
story, which is what they really are.52
The ensuing cycle, Ljo Bonne Chan son, has eight re-
53
curring motives, six of which reappear in the cycle's
last song, L'Hiver£ cesse.
In these two cycles, there is an increase in complex¬
ity and richness of texture. The piano plays an active
50 Kenneth D. Pennington, A Historical and Stylistic
Study of the Melodies of Gabriel Faur§~ p. 216.
51 ETcJward Lockspeiser, The French Sona in the Nine¬
teenth Century, Musical Quarterly, xxvi (1940), p. 198.
52 Jean-Michel Nectoux, Gabriel Faure: His Life
Through His Letters, pp. 18- 188.
33 Both Pennington and Kinsinger agree on this, though
Orledqe lists only five motives.
role, sometimes announcing the theme, at other times play¬
ing a counter-melody or imitating the voice part. In fact,
voice and piano are on an equal footing. Consequently,
preludes (figurative only, as in En Sourdine, Op. 582 and
Puisque 1'aube grandit, Op. 612; or thematic as in A cly-
roene, Op. 584 and Une Sainte en son aureole, Op. 611),
interludes and postludes exist in almost every song.
While there is only one tempo and metre change in Cinq Me-
lodies (in Clymene), there are numerous changes in tempo,
metre and key signature in the nine songs of La Bonne Chan-
son. The melodic phrases of this stylistic period are
long, compared to the opposite of extreme one-bar phrases in
the later cycles (for example in Dans la nymphee, Op. 106
5). Both cycles have embellished melodies (Examples 87
and 88), and Mandoline, Op. 581 has the most melismatic
passage in all of Faure's songs (Example 89).
Ex. 87. Mandoline, Op. 581, bars 3 4 (high voice)
Les don-neurs dc. se- rc- des
Ex. 88. Puisque 11aube grandit, Op. 612, bars 2-4
7us— que. I— ie o ra Puis pi w't-ci I 'au-to re
Ex. 89. Mandoline, Op. 581, bars 8-10 (h igh voice)
Sous les ra-mu reschan-teu - Set
Strophic form has disappeared in these cycles, whose sonqs
are either through-composed or in ABA form.
Twelve years elapsed be fore Faure wrote another sonc
cycle, La Chanson d'Eve (1906- 10). Ten melodies sepa¬
rated the two cycles. Vocal works between 1906 and 1921,
however, were given over to song cycles, with the exception
of Op. 114, C'est la paix, written at the end of World War
I. In L£ ChGn son d'Eve, Faure uses three recurring themes
(which do not appear in all of the songs) in setting
Charles van Lerberghe's extended four-part series of poems
(the poems are grouped in four sections: Premiere paroles,
Tentation, La Faute and Crepuscule). Here, there is a
mixture of the texture and style belonging to 0pp. 58 and
61 with those of the late period (0pp. 106, 113 and 118).
Whi1e the piano still announces the themes and plays the
counter-melodies (for example in Paradis and Comme dieu
rayonne), it reverts to its accompanying role (as in Op.
21) in most of the songs, resulting in a sparse and sim¬
pler texture. The voice part makes use of small inter¬
vals, mainly seconds and thirds, and often repeats the
same note, developing into the chant-like quality of the
last three cycles (Example 90). Preludes, interludes and
postludes are shorter in length, confined to one or two
bars. Among the ten songs of La Chan son d1 Eve, there are
only three changes in key signature, two in metre and one
in tempo. Except for Paradis (139 bars), there is a de¬
crease in the length of the songs and a parallel decrease
54 Kenneth D. Pennington, A Hi story and Stylistic Study
of the Melodies of Gabriel FaurT pT 242T~
in phrase length. The dactylic rhythm J appears more
frequently with this cycle, sometimes in aucmentation
Finally, the syllabic setting of text seems to strencthen
the premise that Faure was greatly concerned with the
faithful setting of the natural inflections of speech.05




The last three cycles, ILe Jardin clos, Mirages and
L1 Horizon chimerique, set to poems by Van Lerberghe, the
Baronness of Brimont and Jean de la Ville de Mirraont (who
died during World War I) belong to the same style, charac¬
terized by smaller ambitus in the vocal line (Exaucement
55 Pennington, op. cit., p. 115.
has a range of a minor sixth); shorter lengths (inscrip-
tion s u r 1® sable is nineteen bars long); slower tempi
(with only -two indications of Allegro and one Allegretto
in the sixteen songs) and only one metre change (in L'Ho-
rizon chimerigue); use of repeated notes and small inter¬
vals; and thinner texture. Recurring themes are repla¬
ced by recurring rhythms, dactylic m and anapestic m
(also! Jl and nj) in these cycles. The unity of these
cycles is predominantly generated by poems of similar mood
and style.
Some features, however, prevail through all seven song
cycles, for example the use of modes. They either appear
conclusively or are implied by scurrying modal colouring.
Another common feature is Faure's preference for the simple
triple. and simple quadruple..
Regarding harmonic language, it is more difficult to
demarcate Faure's three stylistic periods. Early in Op. 21,
Poeme d1un jour (1878), we already see the use of augmented
triads (Example 91, p. 66) which remain very much part of
his harmonic language. However, there is no attempt at in¬
tegrating the vocal and the piano parts.
56 Paul Sommers offers two reasons for the sparser piano
accompaniment: the virtuosic concept (La Bonne Chanson is
technically demanding for both singer ancT~pianist) of the
second period is eschewed as detracting from the artistic
message of the melodie;and the psalmodic contour no longer
can contribute anything significant to a symphonic union
with the accompaniment.
Paul Bartholin Sommers, Faure and his Songs: The Relation-
ship of Text, Melody and Accompaniment, p. 161.
57 These rhythm pattern frequencies are carefully worked
out by Kinsinger in his Seven Song Collections of Gabriel
Faure, pp. 18, 189 and T7ZT
Ex. 91. Toujours, Op. 212, bars 13-15 (for high voice)
( e)-toi-les De tom bev damslim -men-si-te. A la
Augmented tyi
fyial
In Cinq Melodies de Venise (op. 58) and La Bonne Chan¬
son (Op. 61), third s are added onto triads, turning them in¬
to sevenths, ninths and elevenths. Secondary dominant se¬
venths are often not followed by their tonics, and seventh
chords sometimes appear in chains. Non-harmonic notes and
embellishments tend to obscure the tonality. Transitory mo¬
dulations (tonicizations) are abundant but they always re¬
turn to a previous tonal centre. Independent melodies in
the piano part intertwine with that of the voice, and the
texture is becoming more contrapuntal (Example 92, p. 67).
In this second stylistic period, Faure is most imagin¬
ative and innovative in the use of cadential formulae, par¬
ticularly at the end of a song:
III'7- I (Mandoline, Op. 581, bars 36- 37);
bill- I (Green, Op. 583, bars 29- 31);
7
II- I (Une Sainte en son aureole, Op. 6ll,
bars 88- 897;
and the most ingenious of all, the dominant cadence which
avoids the use of the leading-note (Example 93, p. 68; see
also pp. 42- 44). Sometimes the music takes an unexpected
turn before the final cadence: for example, into F major
before the final V- I cadence in G major (tonic) in Puis-
que l'aube grandlt. Op. 61/2.




ET les re-gards -pai-si-bies des
echappec
Sempre dolcc
fo les bien— veil- lamment
ri-ront ayx e-poux
2.un
x- 93. J'ai presque peur, en verite, Op. 61/5, bars 70
Senza rall.
que je tai (me)
(unresolved)
The same basic harmonic language prevails in the final
stylistic period, although almost every chord is now a se¬
venth or c ninth. Non-harmonic notes and embellishments
are ever-present, and Faure continues to divert into re¬
mote keys for fleeting moments. Sometimes the music mo¬
dulates so rapidly that it can hardly be said to modulate
58
at all. While attention is drawn to the integrated me¬
lodies of both the voice and piano parts in the second
period, now these unusual harmonic progressions become the
centre of attraction. These excursions may be brought
into greater relief, from the aural viewpoint, because of
59
the lack of melodic contour in the voice part.
58 Wilfred Mellers, Studies in Contemporary Music (Lon:
don: Dobson, 1947), p. 64.
59 Paul Bartholin Sommers, Faure and his Songs: The Re-
lationship of Text, Melody and Accompaniment, p. 163.
CHAPTER V
LE JARDIN CLOS: A SONG CYCLE
The New Grove Pictionary of Music one? Musicians des¬
cribes a song cycle as A composite form of vocal music
consisting of a group of individually complete songs for
solo or ensemble voices, with or without instrumental ac¬
companiment. It may relate a series of events, or a se¬
ries of impressions, or it may simply be a group of songs
unified by mood. The texts may be by a single author or
from several sources.60
After its first performance, Faure mentioned JLe Jar-
din clos in one of his letters to Charles Koechlin (dated
15 February, 1915):
Nevertheless we have had a little Casella concert
that was the occasion for two first performances: an
excellent Trio for piano, viola Csicj and cello by
Ravel and a Suite of eight songs that I composed re¬
cently to words By Van Lerberghe, a Belgian poet (their
claim to topicality), entitled The Wa11ed Garden.61
In this context, Suite seems to be Faure's French
equivalent of song cycle. Faure first attempted to unify
a group of songs by recurring themes in Cinq Melodies de
Venise (1891), a setting of poems from Verlaine's various
collections (see p. 61). La Bonne Chanson (begun scarcely
60 Luise Eithel Peake, article on Song cycle, The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 17, pp. 521
327.
61 Jean-Michel Nectoux, Gabriel Faure: His Life Through
His Letters, p. 297.
one year later) was the result of this successful endea-
vour. La Bonne Chanson is one of the very few examples
of a song cycle whose unity is based, hot on a shared at-
mosphere at an essentially literary level, as with Schu-
bert, but at the level of the musical text itself (themes,
harmonic relationships between the pieces etc.) With-
out doubt, Faure himself was well satisfied with his ef-
forts, In a letter dated May 1923 (a year and a half be-
fore his death), he said:
Listening to you (Roger Ducasse) and Suzanne Bal-
guerie in my room on Friday, I felt convinced that I
have never written anything as spontaneously as I
wrote The Good Song. I might, I must add that I was
helped By an at Tea st equal spontaneity of understan-
ding on the part of the person who remains its most
moving interpreter (Emma Bardac). The pleasure of
feeling those little sheets come alive one by one as I
supplied them is something I have never known since.
More than ten years elapsed before he attempted an-
other cycle. Though the textual sequence of la Chanson
d1 Eve is contrived, the changes in style from La Bonne
Chan son are quite apparent, as if inevitable. There are
three recurring themes (compared with eight in the pre-
vious cycle) but the method of using them is different
from La Bonne Chanson: all three motives appear in four
of the songs; two motives are used in one of them; only
one motive is used in four others; and song No. 7 does
not have any of the recurring themes at all. The sym-
phonic integration between voice and piano is gone, with
the vocal line less melodic and the piano becoming less
62 Jean-Michel Nectoux, op. cit., p. 343.
63 Ibid., p. 331.
an equal partner and more subserviant.
Even if one questions the presence of a common mo¬
tive in Le Jardin clos (see pp. 13 to 16), it may still
justifiably be described as a song cycle, on the basis of
uniformity of mood, as well as literary and musical style.
For the audience, however, only the attentive listener
will unfailingly distinguish between the power of tran¬
quil thought, which is the true character of the music,
and the distinguished monotony that is the superficial
listener's main impression.
64 Martin Cooper, French Music from the death of Ber¬
lioz to the death of Faurfe (London~ Oxford University
Press, Paperback Edition, 1961), p. 212.
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APPENDIX I
English Translation of the Poems
I Grant My Prayer
As in your hands which light up my life,
Your drooping forehead rests,
May my love in your prayer,
Come like a wish granted.
While the word fails
On your still quivering lips
And softens into a smile on your rosy lips,
Like rays of gold,
May your soul, untroubled and silent,
Like a fairy sleeping in a walled garden,
In its own soft will,
Find joy and peace.
II When Your Eyes Look Down Into Mine
When your eyes look down into mine,
My love is all in my eyes.
When your mouth parts mine,
My love is all in my mouth.
If you stroke my hair,
I exist nowhere else.
If your hand gently touches my bosom,
My love shoots up like a sudden fire.
Is it me that you have chosen?
Here is my soul, here is my life.
Ill The Messenger
April, and it is day-break.
Your blonde sisters who look like you,
At this moment, altogether,
Move forward towards you, my dear love.
You stand in a shaded corner
Of myrtle and white hawthorn;
The door opens beneath the branches,
The path is mysterious.
Slowly, and in long gowns,
One by one, hand in hand,
They cross the vague threshold
Where niaht turns into dawn.
The one who approaches first
Looks at the shadow, sees you,
Cries out, and her eyes open like a flower
Beautifully, in a smile of gold.
And up to the last sister,
All trembling, your lips touch theirs,
And the flash of your mouth
Bursts right into their hearts.
IV I Shall Rest On Your Bosom,
I shall rest on your bosom,
Like spring on the sea,
On the vast expanse of the barren sea,
Where no flower would grow
In her light breeze,
Except luminous ones.
I shall rest on your bosom,
Like a bird on the sea,
In the tranquillity of its weary wings,
And rocked by the eternal rhythm
Of the waves and space.
I shall rest on your bosom,
Like a bird on the sea.
V ill fhe Shrine Of A Nymph
Though your eyes do not see her,
Imagine in your heart that she is there,
As in the past, divine and pure.
On this side rest her hands.
Her head is among the jasmines,
There her feet touch the branches.
She slumbers in the twigs,
Her lips and eyes are closed,
And her mouth is hardly breathing.
At times, by night, in a flash,
She appears, with open eyes,
In which the flash is reflected.
(n The Shrine Of A Nymph, cont.)
A brief blue dazzle
Unveils her in her long hair,
She wakes up, then rises,
And the who].e dazzling garden,
Lights up in the deep of night,
In the sudden flash of a dream.
VI In The Shadowy Light
With what, in this April morning,
So gentle and shrouded in shadow,
The beloved child with a sensitive heart
Is she so totally taken up?
Thoughtfully, in a slow motion,
Dressed in a long gown, one with train,
In the sun, spinning out blue wool
On a white spinning-wheel.
Still smiling to her inner dream
With eyes of a betrothed,
Through the golden foliage,
And among the lilies of her thought.
VII Hold It Dear, Cupid, The Blind-fold
I hold it dear, Cupid, the blind-fold,
Which keeps my eyelids closed;
It weighs like a gentle burden
Of the sun upon delicate roses.
VII (I Hold It Dear, Cupid. The Blind-fold cont.
If I move forward, what a strange thing!
I seem to be walking on waters,
My feet are heavier where I put them down,
They sink in ripples.
Who has undone in the shadow,
The weight of my long hair?
All encircled with sombre embrace,
I plunge into waves of fire.
My lips through which sings my soul,
Full of ecstasy and kisses,
Open like an ardent flower
Over a stream of aflamed passion.
VIII Inscription On The Sand
Altogether, with her gown and flowers,
Here, she became dust,
And her soul was taken elsewhere,
Born aaain in a sonq of liqht.
But a fragile bond,
Softly broken in death,
Encircles her feeble temples
With imperishable diamonds.
As a reminiscence of her, at this place,
She, alone amid the golden sand,
The eternal stones once more
Trace the image of her face.
APPENDIX II
Rhythmic Patterns in L_£ Jardin clos
I Exaucement
Alors qu'en tes mains de lumiere
Tu poses ton front defaillant,
Que mon amour en ta priere,
Vienne comme un exaucement.
Alors que la parole expire
Sur ta l_evre qui tremble en cor?
Et s1adoucit en un sourire
De roses, en des rayons d1or;
Que ton ame calme et maette,
Fee endormie au )ardin clos,
En sa douce volonte faite,
Trouve la )oie et le repos,
65 Underlined syllables fall on stronger beats.
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II Quand tu plonge tes yeux
Quand tu plonge tes yeux dans mes yeux,
Je suis toute dans mes yeux,
Quand ta bouche denoue ma bouche,
Mon amour n'est que ma bouche,
Si tu froles mes cheveux,
Je n'existe plus qu'en eux.
Si ta main effleure mes seins
Jy mon te comme un feu soudain,
Est-ce moi que tu as choisie?
La est mon ame, La est ma vie,
66 See p. 19 for rhythmic patterns in Quand tu plonges
tes yeux
Ill La Messaaere
Avri1, et c'est le point du jour.
Tes blondes soeurs qui te ressemblent.
En ce moment, toutes ensemble,
S'Gvancent vers toi, cher Amour.
Tu te tiens dans un clos ombreux
De myrte et d'aubepines blanches;
La porte s1ouvre sous les branches;
Le chemin est mysterieux.
Elles, lente s, en longues robes,
Une a une, main dans la main,
Franchissent le seuil indistinct
Ou de la nuit devient de 11aube.
Celle que s1avance d'abord
Regard 11 ombre, te decouvre,
Crie, et la fleur de ses yeux s1ouvre
Splendide, dans un rire d'or.
Et jusqu'a la derniere soeur,
Toutes tremblent, tes levres touchent
Leurs levres, 11eclair de ta bouche
Eclate jusque dans leur coeur.
Ill La Messagere
use of triplets
IV Je me POserai sur ton coeur
Je me poserai sur ton coeur,
Comme le printemps sur la mer,
Sur les plaines de la mer sterile,
Ou nulle fleur ne peut croitre
ses souffles «aii e s
Que des fleurs de la 1umiere.
Je me poserai sur ton coeur
Comme l'oiseau sur la mer,
Dans le repos de ses ciles lasses,
Et que berce le r ythme eternel
Des flots et de 1'espace,
Je me £Oserai sur ton coeur
Comme l'oiseau sur la mer.
V Dans la nymphee
Quoique tes yeux ne la voient pas,
Pen se en ton ame qu'elle est la,
Comme autrefois divine et blanche.
Sur ce bord reposent ses mains,
ba tete est entre ces jasmins.
La ses pieds effleurent les branches,
iElle sommeille en ces rameaux,
Ses levres et ses yeux sont clos,
Et sa bouche a peine re spire,
Parfois, la nuit, dans un eclair,
Elle a ppara it les yeux ouverts,
Et 11eclair dans ses yeux se mire,
Un bref eblouissement bleu
La decouvre en ses Ion as cheveux.
Elle s'eveille, elle se leve,
Et tout un jardin ebloui
S'illumine au fond de la nuit,
Dans le rapide eclair d'un reve.
Dans la nymphee
Dactylic+Anupcstic
VI Dans la penombre
A quoi, dans ce matin d'Avril,
Si douce, et d'ombre enveloppee,
La chere enfant au coeur subtil
Est-elle ainsi toute occupee?
Pen sj. vement, d'un qe ste lent,
En longue robe, en robe a queue,
Sur le soleil au rouet blanc
A filer de la laine bleue,
A sourire a son reve encor
Avec ses yeux de fiancee,
A trovers les feuillages d'or,




67 The longer note (J) of the descending rhythm is
subtly placed on the last beat of a bar
VII I1 m'est cher, Amour
II m'est cher, Amour, le bandeau
Qui me tient les paupieres closes,
II f£se comme un doux fardeau
De soleil sur de faibles roses.
Si Javance, l'etrange chose I
Je parais marcher sur les eaux;
Mes pieds plus lourds ou je les pose,
S1 enfoncent comme en des anneaux.
Qui -done a delie dans l'ombre
Le faix d'or de mes longs cheveux?
Toute ceinte d 'etreinte sombre,
Je olonqe en des vaques de fue.
Mes levres ou mon ame chante,
Toute d1extase et de baisers,
S'ouvrent comme une fleur ardente
Au dessus d'un fleuve embraseI
VII I1 m'est cher Amour
( Varianf)
(Variant)
VIII Inscription sur le sable
Toute, avec sa robe et ses f1eurs
Elle, ici, redevint pou s siere,
Et son ame emportee ailleurs
R e n a quit en chant de lumiere.
Mais un leger lien fra gile,
Dans la mort brise doucement,
Encerclait ses tempes debiles
D1 imjgeri s sa bl e s diamants.
En signe d1 elle, a cette place,
Seule, parmi le sa ble blond,
Les pierres eternelles tracent
Encore I'image de son front,
Pi- First l P4= Fourth Peon
See
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